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The presence of Lymphocytes in the FNAC of thyroid swelling: Straight forward case of lymphocytic thyroiditis or diagnostic dilemma
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Abstract: The aim of the study is to assess the presence of lymphocytes in nodular goitre and its diagnostic dilemma in FNAC. Materials and methods: Total 60 thyroid biopsy cases have been examined. Results and discussion: Out of 60 cases, 23 cases show lymphocytic infiltration. The presence of lymphocytes is not the feature of nodular goitre but its association with nodular goitre creates diagnostic dilemma in FNAC as lymphocytic thyroiditis. Conclusion: As 1/3rd cases of nodular goitre show the presence of lymphocytic infiltration, the FNAC findings have to be correlated with the type of thyroid swelling in arriving the diagnosis.
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INTRODUCTION

FNAC is the first line investigation for any thyroid swelling. The FNAC has a very high sensitivity in diagnosing the lesions of thyroid, for that matter, FNAC is the only tissue diagnostic test available for thyroid swelling. Similar to all the investigations, FNAC also has some misleading findings which lead to confusion in arriving the diagnosis. The aim of the present study is to assess the presence of lymphocytes in nodular goitre, which normally should not be there. The presence of lymphocytes confuses the diagnosis with lymphocytic thyroiditis on FNAC [1].

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Total 60 biopsies of thyroid (total thyroidectomy) have been examined. Minimum 3 representative tissue bits in each case has been examined thoroughly. All these cases are diagnosed as nodular goitre on biopsy. All these cases are examined for the presence of lymphocytes in the interstitium without any Hurthle cell metaplasia. The criteria for the diagnosis are as mentioned below.

Criteria for diagnosis of nodular goitre on biopsy [6, 7] On gross examination, multiple colloid nodules present. Under microscope, multiple nodules of varying sizes separated by fibro vascular septae. Each nodule is composed of both dilated and normal follicles filled with colloid [1, 2, 3].

Criteria for diagnosis of lymphocytic thyroiditis on biopsy [6, 7]. On gross examination, diffuse homogenously enlarged thyroid gland, meaty appearance. Under microscope, both normal and ruptured thyroid follicles present with infiltration of lymphocytes and formation of lymphoid follicles. There is evidence of Hurthle cell metaplasia. The presence of Hurthle cell suggests the diagnosis of Hashimoto thyroiditis. But the confirmatory test is always the presence of anti-thyroid antibodies [1]. So, on biopsy findings, the diagnosis of Hashimoto thyroiditis cannot be given, it is only the biochemical test i.e. anti-thyroid. So, the diagnosis of lymphocytic thyroiditis is the apt diagnosis given in such cases [2, 3].

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In the present study, total 60 cases of nodular goitre have been examined. All of them show multiple nodules of varying sizes separated by fibro vascular septae. Each nodule is composed of both dilated and normal follicles filled with colloid.
Fig-1: Section studied shows both dilated and normal follicles filled with colloid. Note the infiltration of lymphocytes in aggregates (arrow).

The aim of the present study is to see the presence of lymphocytes in the interstitium. So out of 60 cases, 23 cases show the presence of significant number of lymphocytes in the interstitium. The presence of lymphocytes is not the feature of nodular goitre but its association with nodular goitre creates diagnostic dilemma in FNAC. These lymphocytes in the interstitium can be aspirated in the FNAC and confuses with the diagnosis of lymphocytic thyroiditis [4, 5]. Hence in any case, where there are plenty of lymphocytes seen in the FNAC, one has to think twice in giving the diagnosis of lymphocytic thyroiditis. One has to examine the thyroid whether it is solitary or multinodular swelling as well as cross check the ultrasound findings of thyroid for the type of swelling, then correlate FNAC findings with clinical presentation/ultrasound findings and give the FNAC diagnosis in such cases. The reason for the lymphocytic infiltration has yet to be evaluated in the future study [2, 3].

CONCLUSION

The presence of lymphocytes in the FNAC should not be considered as lymphocytic thyroiditis. As 1/3rd cases of nodular goitre also show the presence of lymphocytic infiltration [4, 5]. The FNAC finding has to be correlated with the type of thyroid swelling in arriving the diagnosis.
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